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Comments Share False Super Saiyan (Gidzi Saya-jin) is a transformation that Goku takes during his battle against Lord Slug in Dragon Ball: Lord Slug. False Super Sayan Goku Appearance In this form, Goku irises and pupils are no longer visible, mostly in turn to power and grim fury. His
body bulked up a bit, his hair straightened like that of a regular Super Saiyan, but there is no significant change in function other than red hair hue. It gets a yellowish splash of aura, somewhat, but not quite similar to Normal Super Saiyan's. In turn, the form is somewhat reminiscent of the
famous form of Cayo-ken, but there are noticeable differences. When he turned into a real transformation of Super Sayan during the fight against Frieze, Goku witnessed the murder of Krill, which forced him to cross the edge. This ultimate pain is not fully present during the fight with Slug,
which is most likely why Goku has not been completely transformed. Using Goku's initial conversion in the false form of Super Saiyan During the Battle of Lord Slug, Goku's power began to weaken rapidly. With no more options, Goku's fury has increased dramatically, resulting in a huge
increase in power, enough to quickly quell the slug. However, after a quick sequence of Goku thrashing the slug around, his power quickly diminished. It is safe to say that in a nutshell, False Super False Super Sayan Goku triumphs over Lord Slug transformation occurs when Sayan has
the necessary physical strength but lacks the mental need (anger, death, etc.) to turn into Super Sayan. Obviously, however, that form gives a big increase in power, enough for Goku, who was easily beaten by Slug to quickly suppress him. The increase in power was never stated nor
looked in, but it would be suggested that this at least multiplied the user's power by about 10, seeing how even the force of Goku-enhanced Kaio-ken techniques were useless against the bullet. User Community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. in: Edit
Comments Share Wow, oh my God! What a change! This has never happened before... wait, it's a legend! Goku must have turned into Super Sayan! - King Kai (Dragon Ball: Lord Slug) False Super Sayan (疑似超ヤ, Gigi Saya-jin) is a Sayan transformation that Goku takes during the battle
against Lord Slug in the film Dragon Ball: Lord Slug. In the Daizenshuu anime this form was originally labeled as the true form of Super Saiyan, but was later re-pasted as Giji or False Super Saiyan after the actual Form of Super Saiyan was introduced in the manga. Appearance (edited by
editing source) Goku's initial transformation into a False Super Saiyan form In this form, Goku's irises and pupils are no longer visible, mostly in turn, to strength and grim fury. His body bulked up a little, his hair hair Like Super Sayan, his skin color also appears to have a yellow tint to it, but
there is no significant change in function other than the red hue of his hair (due to the reflection of the yellow aura on his black hair, his hair is not really red). It gets a yellowish splash of aura, somewhat, but not quite similar to Normal Super Saiyan's. In turn, the form is somewhat
reminiscent of the famous form of Cayo-ken and even makes the same sound as it. However, there are notable differences. False Super Sayan Goku powers up When he turned into a true Super Saiyan during the fight against Frieza, Goku witnessed the murder of his best friend, Krilin (and
the fact that Krilin probably won't be revived with Dragon Balls, as Shenron has already granted that desire and couldn't resurrect the same man twice), something that drove him over the edge. This ultimate pain was not fully present during the fight against Slug, which is that Goku was not
at the same level of power as when he fought Frieza, which is most likely why Goku did not completely transform. The form of False Super Sayan has been shown to be very unstable, lasting only until the aura ignites, and using much more energy to support than a full Super Sayan. Using
the edit source False Super Sayan Goku triumphs over Lord Slug during the battle against Lord Slug, Goku's power began to quickly weaken. With no more options, Goku's anger grew dramatically, resulting in a massive increase in power, enough to quickly quell the slug. However, after a
quick sequence of thrashing slugs around, Goku's False Super Saiyan power quickly disappeared. One way to say this is that the false transformation of Super Sayan occurs when Sayan has the necessary physical strength but lacks the necessary mental disorders to turn into Super
Sayan. Obviously, however, that form gives a big increase in power, enough for Goku, who was easily beaten earlier by Slug, now quickly crush it. Trivia (edited by source) King Kai said this transformation is a transformation of Super Saiyan. A popular misconception among fans is that
Future Trunks once reached the false state of Super Sayan because of the similar appearance of the state, which he took both in Dragon Ball: The History of Trunks TV Special, and shortly before the fight with Frieze. However, Daizenshuu 7 only lists Goku as a user of this transformation,
although both Gohan and Future Trunks display similar form characteristics in the anime. A similar misconception is associated with Goku's semi-Super Sayan status during an episode of the anime filler Warriors of the Dead. In this case, however, it was a last-minute decision to keep Goku
Super powers are hidden from Pikkon, not a mere coincidence, so his hair has been digitally altered from gold to black, and his eyes from green to black. (In the original Japanese promo for episode, Goku's hair turns golden and his eyes turn green.) The aura was strangely untouched.
Broley also displays a similar form in the first sequence of Paragus memoirs during the film Dragon Ball: Broley - Legendary Super Sayan; in which the teenager Broley runs furiously, destroying the planet rampant. The hair forms stand at the end as Broley's Super Saiyan shape and has
the same reddish hair shade as Goku False Super Saiyan form, however his eyes retain their pupils. In addition, Broley demonstrated a similar transformation, escaping from the destruction of the planet Vegeta because of his eyes going empty. (edit and edit source) The contents of the
Saiyans Transformations community are available in accordance with CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Introduction Toyo Aino Community! Hopefully you all enjoy my conversion analysis series so far which will now include non-Canon forms as well. I'll be sure to provide more content for
all of you as time passes! But let's skip the introduction and get the right to the analysis. As the third addition to the analysis series, let's jump straight into Non-Canon, but the much-loved form known as The False Super Saiyan! Goku is blocked by Lord Sluger's PunchDescriptionPerhaps
One of dragon Ball's most underrated forms, because it is not canonical and forgotten once the true form of Super Saiyan has shown that these are true colors. The false form of Super Saiyan is shown to have a golden aura just as it excels, the shape of the SSJ, however, the shape of the
FSSJ is determined by the user's hair standing at the end but remaining the same color. The shape of the FSSJ also has the user's body developing an orange hue to it. Xenoverse Mod Created by MelpontroPower MultipliersThroughout all these years, the true multiplier for this form has
never been confirmed. Even so, many fans seem to agree that it is within the 25x to 35x power-enhancing range. Being much more powerful than the shape of the Great Monkey and the standard Cayo-Ken pulse, the FSSJ shape allows the user to become stronger than they originally
were, but in short bursts. After converting to FSSJ, Goku managed to overpower Lord Slug, who was easily demolished by Goku at the beginning of the fight, but in exchange for increased power, the form of the FSSJ quickly disappeared after a short period of time. Goku overpowering Lord
SlugAnalysis and fan SpeculationSimilar as the Great Monkey and Super Sayan transformations, the user loses control of his emotions and turns into a warrior without consequences. What separates the shape of the FSSJ from the rest is that all morality and control is lost in a short period
of time. However, unlike the form of Super Saiyan, Goku has achieved this form without the death of a loved one, why is it? Maybe the false Super Saiyan is a form that increases the base power so what is possible for them to become Super Saiyan easier? Although the form is non-Canon,
it makes sense for the form of the FSSJ serving as a gateway for The Super Saiyan form, which examines Goku, has reached a form lighter than other Sayans, having survived the death of a loved one. Anime editing error... Or not? (It's) the conclusion is there you all have it, this is my
analysis of the false Super Saiyan conversion! Is there anything to add or just want to discuss this form? Leave your thoughts in the comments below! Stay tuned for the next transformation where I will talk about the canonical form that started it all. Super Sayan's transformation. In the
meantime, see you next time! The image created by Treevax/Nostal (I hope you all enjoyed the fun little gag of error editing being FSSJ form, don't take it seriously, let's just laugh about it.) The Dragon Ball canon is more of a super sayan than just basic shapes. Akira Toriyama's famous
anime and manga was in the process for many years before the concept of Super Saiyan was introduced, but the transformations quickly became an integral part of history and cast a huge impact on other properties too, with dramatic power-ups and final forms now standard practice in
most Shonen-style stories. The basic concept of Super Saiyan is a member of the Sayan race, breaking through the limits of its forces to reach a whole new level of power, usually in response to extreme anger or urgent need. When Goku first debuted as a golden-haired warrior during his
classic battle against Frieze, he was the first Sayan in years to reach form, but as Super Saiyan became old news, more and more transformations were added, each trying to replicate the drama and influence of the former. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this
article in a quick submission. Start now with so many Super Saiyan shapes in the Dragon Ball universe, some often swept under the carpet and replaced with new, shiny transformations. This rundown will remain strictly canon performances, excluding all movies until the 2013 Battle of the
Gods and any Super Saiyan claims to have just appeared in filler episodes. Dragon Ball GT is also excluded because although the sequel series is clearly not confirmed as a non-canon, it directly contradicts the events in Dragon Ball Super, which was made with the participation of
Toriyama. And it was horrible. Here's all the canon Dragon Ball Super Saiyan forms: Super Saiyan Original and Best, Dragon Ball often tried to bring back the magic of Goku's first ever Super Saiyan transformation, but never quite succeeded, with the moment going down in anime history
and transforming a generation of young, impressionable Western minds on Japanese culture forever. After Krilin's death caused the initial feeding of Goku, everyone else got on the act, including Gohan, Trunks, Goten, Vegeta and Universe 6 lot. In terms of strength, the main form of Super
Saiyan No longer cut it, but the iconic golden hair design will always have a special place in the hearts of fans. Ascended Super Saiyan (Second Class) First fans hinted that there might be another form outside of the standard Super Saiyan came thanks to Vegeta and Tranki after their
father-son bond being in hyperbolic camera time. After training desperately to defeat Cell, the two sayans appear full of confidence, and Vegeta may have already beaten the second-form cage if his pride didn't get in the way. Instead of a brand new makeover, the Ascended Super Saiyan is
just an update to the original state, but it still represents a massive leap in power, increasing the standard Super Saiyan to 3 times. Super Saiyan Ultra (Third Class) Rarely seen conversion, Trunks thought he had finally surpassed his father during their workout in hyperbolic camera time,
not only surpassing the original form of Super Saiyan, but unlocking another update for it. But while Vegeta was inspired by pride, Tranx faltered because of inexperience, and did not realize that the form of Super Saiyan Ultra sacrificed a lot for the raw power, while the Ascended State
offered a much better balance, which made it the optimal form. After proving useless against the cell due to being slow and bulky, this shape was dropped. Super Sayan Full Power Keeping Up with Veget and his son, Goku and Gohan entered the hyperbolic chamber of time with a markedly
different strategy. Instead of trying to break into a new transformation, Goku and Son worked towards perfecting the original form of Super Saiyan to its maximum potential, and both finally reach a point where they can remain golden-haired permanently, making the second and third classes
redundant. While the state of Full Power Super Saiyan is the strongest change to the original transformation, it is also a sign that the user is close to unlocking something even better... Super Saiyan 2 If any transformation scene was close to matching the epic intensity of the climax of Goku

and Friza, it was Gohan turning into Super Saiyan 2 to defeat the fully juice cage. Infuriated by the fact that Mail beat his friends to the death and destruction of Android 16, Gohan overcomes all the thought received from the original Super Saiyan, and knocks to a whole new level of power.
Instead of just bulking up like previous classes, Super Saiyan 2 has sharper hair, more pronounced auras and electric sparks and stays to go to Super Saiyan form for the rest of the series. The Super Saiyan 3 Super Saiyan 3 may not have featured heavily in the Dragon Ball franchise, but it
remains one of the coolest designs in the entire box of a selection of sayan styles, with long missing eyebrows and some angry eyes Mr. Potato Head would be proud. Goku achieves this coveted form while in the afterlife, but the extreme extreme spending so much energy makes its use
extremely limited. However, Super Saiyan 3 remains the toughest Sayan turning from the Saga of Majin Buu all the way to the movie Battle of the Gods. Unfortunately, only Goku and Gotenks ever used this particular trick, and it was quickly rendered obsolete when Beerus appeared. The
film Battle of the Gods of God in 2013 presented a completely different transformation, available to the Sayans with great force. Interestingly, this form was achievable not through training, anger or ki level, but a spirit of cooperation. Sayan reaches The Ki God through a ritual, with 5 other
sayans, directing his energy into the sixth, causing a metamorphosis beyond even Super Saiyan 3, and turning their hair and energy field into a rich red hue. In this serene state, Goku is able to fight more evenly, but still cannot overcome the God of Destruction of Universe 7, Birus. Super
Sayan God Super Sayan (Super Saiyan Blue) Although most fans were excited about the introduction of Super Saiyan God, the red uniform unfortunately did not stay in fashion long, and was quickly replaced by Super Saiyan God Super Sayan, or simply Super Saiyan Blue after the bright
turquoise color of Goku and Vegeta's hair became when using the mold. This transformation combines the God Ki of his predecessor with the regular golden energy of Super Saiyan, creating a mostly superb shape, but it later transpired that the initial red level was both more speed and
consumed less energy. Because it's a real Kai, Goku Black's version of this state leads to pink, not blue, which he calls Super Sayan Rose. Super Sayan Fury Undoubtedly the weakest transformation in the Dragon Ball canon, Super Saiyan Fury was a one-time deal demonstrated by the
future of Trunks during the battle against zamasu and Goku Black. All-and-outs forms remain woefully vague (indicative of the problems of the arc of zamasu as a whole), but this suggests that Tranx acquired some degree of God Ki while training with Vegeta and combined this with both his
Super Saiyan 2 form and pure, unbridled anger to unlock this hybrid form that blends together gold and blue auras. Perfect Super Saiyan Blue Just as the original Super Saiyan transformation had its own upgrades and subdivisions, Dragon Ball also introduced an improved form of Super
Saiyan Blue power-up. Currently only appearing in the Dragon Ball Super manga, Goku understands the enormous energy value of the Super Saiyan Blue form and trains to perfect and control power, just as he and Gohan have mastered the original state of Super Sayan in the Hyperbolic
Camera of Time. In this mode, Goku and Vegeta use the power of Super Saiyan Blue at full power, without having to worry too much about Energy. The evolution of the Super Sayan Blue Vegeta was too pleased with Goku's achievement of Ultra Instinct's excessive power ability, and
quickly realized that his combative style would not mesh with the composure needed to achieve this form. To make up for this, Vegeta decided to go in-place on Super Saiyan Blue, and just as Goku broke through his limits to find Ultra Instinct, Vegeta broke his own ceiling to develop the
existing shape of Super Saiyan Blue. Conceptually similar to the Ascended Super Saiyan, this update gives Vegeta darker, spikier hair and brings it up to the power level Goku is achieved with the help of Super Saiyan Blue and Cayo Ken simultaneously. Legendary Super Sayan Legendary
Super Sayan, Broley, was introduced back in 1993, but the popular character was not enshrined in the Dragon Ball canon until 2018 Dragon Ball Super: Broly. One of the main advantages of being legendary is unlocking the exclusive Super Saiyan level, which radiates an emerald green
aura rather than a conventional gold, and Universe 6's Kale demonstrates the same ability during the Force Tournament. In this state, the legendary Sayans are more than in step with the forms of God Vegeta and Goku, and their constant growth makes them perhaps the most formidable
beings in the Dragon Ball canon. Read more: Dragon Ball: Frieza will always be Goku's greatest enemy every teacher Naruto Uzumaki Had (what they taught him) Related themes SR Originals Dragon Ball Dragon Ball z Dragon Ball Super About author Craig Elvi (2251 Articles Published)
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